
 

 

Compound Management/Lab Technician – Part Time/Flexible Hours 
 
Redx Pharma PLC is an exciting biotech company focused on developing novel precision medicines 

that have the potential to transform treatment in oncology and fibrosis. Redx discovers and develops 

small molecule treatments using its world-class medicinal chemistry expertise and lab infrastructure 

based at Alderley Park, Cheshire UK (former AstraZeneca R&D facility). Previous successes at Redx 

include the sale of two preclinical cancer assets to large pharma and progressing cancer and fibrosis 

assets into clinical trials. Following a very successful year with significant investments from multiple 

biotech specialists, along with the licensing of a fibrosis asset to AstraZeneca and a multi-project 

research collaboration with Jazz Pharmaceuticals, we are now expanding the compound 

management group to support new projects. 

 
The Role 
This is primarily a laboratory-based position managing the supply of compounds to internal 
departments, external collaborators and maintaining the Redx Compound Collection. 
 
Working days and hours are flexible but would be expected to be in the region of 27 hours per 

week over 3 - 5 days per week. Salary from £18k (full time equivalent) depending on experience 

 
 
Key responsibilities 

Accurately weigh solid compounds and prepare solutions through the correct use of calibrated 
balances and calibrated pipettes 
Calibration and maintenance of related laboratory equipment to ensure a high standard of 
accuracy and precision 
Ensure that all appropriate records are maintained and that internal databases are kept updated 
Package samples and arrange shipment, building expertise in the legislation relating to the 
shipment of compounds 
Monitor stock levels and submit orders to ensure that chemistry, biology and DMPK 
laboratories are adequately stocked with the appropriate amounts of compounds 
Co-ordinate the receipt of all compounds inwards and the distribution of these to the relevant 
groups 
With relevant training, there is the potential to acquire additional responsibilities running 
routine assays in the biology or DMPK group. 
 

Key Competencies  
Good communication skills and excellent organisational abilities 
A high level of accuracy 
Ability to work independently under own initiative 

IT proficient (e.g. Excel, Word) 
Experience with Dotmatics would be beneficial 
Planning & Organising 
Motivation 
Thoroughness 
 

Requirements 
A-level (or higher) qualifications in science subjects and/ or relevant experience working in a 
laboratory environment. 

 
 



 

 
In return, Redx will offer you the opportunity to work as part of a dynamic team at an exciting drug 

discovery company where you will get exposure to a broad range of activities and grow your 

understanding of drug discovery. 

The closing date for applications is 27th August 2021 

 


